RIT Dining Services is committed to providing our students with a variety of foods to suit their cultural, religious, and diverse needs.

Below is a general list of international and regional cuisines offered on a daily, weekly, and/or per term basis. Please contact each location for more information.

**Café & Market at Crossroads**

*Crossroads Building*

*Daily*
- Halal burgers at the grill, sushi, Jump Chinese, and Italian.

*Rotates Weekly*
- Jamaican, Mexican, Indian, Thai, Mediterranean, Korean, and fusion cooking chef specials.

**The Corner Store**

*Nathanial Rochester Hall, A-Level*

Offers a selection of Kosher (Passover only), Indian, Thai, Chinese, and Japanese frozen and grocery products.

**Gracie’s**

*Grace Watson Hall*

*Daily*
- Halal burgers and hot dogs, and Kosher hot dogs at the grill

*Rotates weekly & monthly*
- South American, Mediterranean, Southern, Indian, Sushi, Pakistani, Dominican, Creole, Italian, Polish, Asian, and a variety of regional offerings on our Mongolian Grill.

**The Commons**

*Student Development Center (CSD)*

*Rotates Weekly*
- Argentinean, Indian, Mediterranean, Italian, Mexican, and Southern/BBQ

*Rotating international bars on Thursdays*
- Chinese Bar, Moroccan bar, Mexican bar, Sushi bar, and Curry Bar

**The Market at Global Village**

*Global Village*

*Offers an international selection including European, Hispanic, Indian, and Asian food items, as well as vegetarian, vegan, Pride of NY, Halal, Kosher, and other special diet options. The coffee station features Fair Trade brewed organic blends from Central and South America.*

**RITZ Sports Zone**

*Student Alumni Union, A-Level*

*Mondays*
- P.H. Xpress (Pakistan)

*Tuesdays*
- Halal burgers, chicken, and hot dogs at the grill

*Rotates Weekly*
- Halal and Dhabiba one-dish bowls including chicken Tikka bowl with chickpeas and rice, haleem bowl, fish fry bowl with rice and chickpeas/ lentil, mixed veggie bowl with chickpeas and potatoes, and chicken wings